98 dodge ram fuel filter

The fuel filter in your Dodge Ram screens out dirt and rust particles from the fuel. Some
mechanics recommend you replace the fuel filter every 30, to 40, miles. Follow the instructions
below to replace the filter on a Dodge Ram with a gasoline engine. Remove the fuel pump relay
from the power distribution center. This will relieve the fuel system pressure. Start the engine
and allow it to run until it stalls. Try to start the engine again and let it run until it stalls. Repeat
this procedure until it will no longer start. Turn off the ignition. Disconnect the negative battery
cable. Then, disconnect the fuel tank and pull the filter out of the rubber grommet. Remove the
fuel line after you cut the hose clamp. Push the new fuel filter into the rubber grommet,
positioning it like the filter you removed. Attach it with a new clamp. Put the fuel tank back in
place. Reconnect the negative battery cable. Start the engine of your Dodge Ram and check for
leaks. Make sure you let the pressure out of the fuel system before you disconnect the fuel
lines. Take care to ensure the fuel does not get on your skin, face or eyes. Before starting your
Dodge Ram, make sure you wipe up any fuel that may have spilled as you replaced the fuel
filter. This article was written by a professional writer, copy edited and fact checked through a
multi-point auditing system, in efforts to ensure our readers only receive the best information.
To submit your questions or ideas, or to simply learn more, see our about us page: link below.
Items you will need Wrench Tin snips New fuel filter New fuel filter clamp. Warnings Make sure
you let the pressure out of the fuel system before you disconnect the fuel lines. Writer Bio This
article was written by a professional writer, copy edited and fact checked through a multi-point
auditing system, in efforts to ensure our readers only receive the best information. Does it have
one other than the one in the tank? Do you have the same problem? The filter is at the fuel
pump. It is the only one listed. I attached a picture of the location of the filter for you to view.
Check out the diagrams Below. Please let us know what happens. Thanks Was this answer
helpful? Was this answer helpful? There is no separate fuel filter, that I know about. Except for
diesels, you will never solve a running problem on a Chrysler product by replacing the fuel
filter. Replaced plugs, wires, cap and rotor button ran great after and now I have an extra fuel
pump that I dont need. Follow the fuel lines from the tank up to the engine, you will find it that
way. There is also one on the fuel pump. Only on the pump Was this answer helpful? Strange
theres no filter under the truck. It turns over but when I give it gas it dies. I had someone look at
it and they said it was a fuel problem. The fuel isnt getting to what ever part it needs to run.
They said to try to replace the fuel filter then next thing would be fuel pump. Does that sound
right? Check for codes. If you need to get at the pump, look and see if you can reach anything, if
not, lift the bed or drop the tank. If strainer that is on the end of fuel pump? You'll have to drop
the gas tank and remove fuel pump assembly. Don't know if you can reach without dropping the
tank? Here are some diagrams of where the filter is located in the tank. Below It is with the
pressure regulator. Please let us know if you need anything else to get the problem fixed.
Cheers, Ken Images Click to enlarge Was this answer helpful? Motor is a It's on top of the gas
tank! Where is the fuel filter? Do you. Good afternoon. Image Click to enlarge. Was this answer.
Thanks Was this answer. Check at the fuel tank where the fuel pump module-its right beside the
pressure regulator. Can not find fuel filter on frame Was this answer. Welcome to the forum, the
fuel pressure regulator has an internal filter, the regulator is on top of the fuel pump module.
Where is the fuel filter located on a Dodge Ram , 4x4, 5. What's the symptom? I replaced the fuel
pump in my at the adviace of a friend. I can't not find the gas filter! Should be where the cab and
the bed meet in that general location. I was told there is no filter under the truck. Only on the
pump Was this answer. Also there may be one in the fuel pressure regulator. I staled in the
middle of the inter section. Hello, I'd use a gage and double-check fuel pressure. How do you
change the fuel filter from inside the gas tank? Hi, not sure which filter your talking about? How
do I change a fuel filter on a 98 dodge ram pickup series 6 cyl engine Was this answer. The fuel
filter is located at the top of the fuel tank. Cheers, Ken Images Click to enlarge. Could someone
tell me were the fuel filter is located. Please login or register to post a reply. Fuel Filter
Location? Change The Fuel Filter? Fuel Pressure Regulator? Sponsored links. Ask a Car
Question. It's Free! Asked by Wiki User. In the most correct form, the Dodge Ram gas motors
really didnt have a "fuel filter". In those years Dodge tryed something new by forgoing a fuel
filter and just attaching a small screen on the fuel pump. In order to change it you have to drain,
and then drop the tank. Be careful and drop the down just enough to get your hand in to
disconnect the wiring to the pump. After that fight the lid on the tank to get the pump out and
have fun. It is part of the fuel pump. You remove the tank and replace the pump. Remove the
fuel tank, replace the fuel pump. It is part of the pump. The fuel filter on a Dodge is part of the
pump module in the fuel tank. The fuel filter is part of the pump module in the fuel tank on that
truck. You need to remove the fuel tank to access the pump. You do not change the fuel filter on
a Dodge Ram if it runs on gasoline. I have a Dodge Ram with thousand miles on it and have
never replaced the filter. I also have a Dodge Ram with 90 thousand miles on it both were

bought brand new. I was told that the filter is in the fuel tank attached to the fuel pump and
unless your having problem with the fuel pump you don't worry about it. I haven't and I haven't
had any problems. Unhook from both ends and blow out with air and replace fuel filter. It is part
of the pump in the tank. You have to remove the tank and replace the fuel pump. The fuel filter
on a Ram is part of the pump module in the fuel tank. There is no actual fuel filter on your truck,
the pick-up in the gas tank acts as the fuel filter, another bright idea from the manufacturer. The
only fuel filter comes as part of the fuel pump assembly. So you would have to remove the fuel
tank and replace the pump. Your Fuel filter is attached to the fuel pump, which is located in the
fuel tank if its a gasoline burning vehicle. Diesels should be located inline. The fuel filter is part
of the pump module in the tank. The filter is part of the pump module, in the fuel tank. Inside the
fuel tank attached to the fuel pump assembly. To replace it you replace the entire fuel pump. I
recommend every 36, miles. Models after do not need the fuel filter replaced, and it is not
recommended by the manual lifetime filter on the fuel pump. It is part of the fuel pump module,
so you might as well buy a new fuel pump. The fuel filter is part of the pump module in the fuel
tank. It is part of the fuel pump module in the tank. You have to remove the tank, so yo might as
well replace the entire fuel pump. No, the fuel filter is part of the fuel pump module in the tank.
The fuel filter is part of the pump module in the fuel tank on a Ram It does, but the filter is part
of the pump module in the fuel tank on a Ram Ask Question. Fuel Pumps. Dodge Ram. See
Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User Answered Related Questions. How do you replace the fuel filter
on a 94 Dodge 4WD? How do you change a fuel filter in a dodge ram ? Where is fuel filter on
dodge RAM pick up? Where is the fuel filter located on a Dodge Ram 5. How do you replace the
fuel filter on 97 dodge ? How do you replace the fuel filter on a dodge ram ? How do you get
water out of Fuel system on a Dodge Ram ? How do you change a fuel filter on a dodge ram ?
Where is the fuel filter on a dodge ram ? How do you replace fuel filter on dodge quad cab ?
How do you change the fuel filter on a 98 Dodge pickup? How do you replace the fuel filter on a
Dodge Ram ? Where is the fuel filter on dodge ? Does the dodge have a fuel filter? Where is the
fuel filter located on a dodge half ton pick up truck 5. How often should you replace the fuel
filter on a Dodge Ram ? Can you replace the fuel filter on a dodge ram ? Where is the fuel filter
on a Dodge Ram ? How do you replace the fuel filter located on a Dodge Intrepid? How do you
replace a fuel filter on a dodge ram ? On a dodge ram does it have an in line fuel filter? Where is
the fuel filter on a dodge ram hemi? Where is the fuel filter located in a 4. Does dodge ram 05 5.
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